The Right Product & Service Every Time

Construction Site  |  Infrastructure  |  Pipeline  |  Refinery  |  Oil Field  |  Emergency Recovery

Contact Us Today at CrossCountryIS.com or call 1-855-955-CCIS (2247)
Our vision is to create the leading integrated equipment, supplies and service provider focused on supporting the needs of both the large diversified contractors and niche specialty contractors across all of North America’s infrastructure markets.

Cross Country is dedicated to provide exceptional customer service. Our experienced team will partner with you to help you find the best solution for your project.

ABOUT US

Cross Country is Ready to Handle Every Challenge

PIPESLINE
WATER & WASTE MANAGEMENT
HIGHWAY
MINING
REFINERY
OIL FIELD
EMERGENCY RECOVERY
WIND AND SOLAR FARMS

AND MANY OTHER JOBSITES

Visit CrossCountryIS.com/About-Us for a Full Company History.
Cross Country Infrastructure Service strives to produce and supply the industry with innovative equipment and solutions. If we do not have an item in stock, you can rest assured that our buying power will get it for you quickly and at a price you can feel good about.
**Dozers**
Engineered for demanding work, the durable Cat® Dozer is well suited to keep material moving with high performance, solid reliability and low operating costs.

**Excavators**
Caterpillar® Excavators offer outstanding performance, control, high stick and bucket forces, impressive lift capacity and a comfortable operator station.

**Flat Bed Tractors**
State of the art SCAIP Flat Bed Tractors with accessories including hydraulic boom, welding station, dumper, and more.

**Liquid Containment Tanks**
We proudly carry a wide variety of high quality liquid containers including Fuel Tanks, Water Towers, and Frac Tanks.

**Motor Graders**
The Caterpillar® Motor Grader represents a revolution in operational efficiency, visibility, service ease and overall productivity.

**Padding Machines**
Our SCAIP Padding Machines are reliable and efficient and are equipped with hydrostatic transmissions, radio remote control, insulated cabin and more.

**Pipe Bending Machines**
Cross Country offers a variety of Pipe Bending Machines rentals with the ability to bend pipes from 6" to 60".

**Pipelayers**
Our fleet of Cat® and SCAIP Pipelayers are the standard of the pipelining industry and are designed to withstand the most demanding pipeline conditions.

**Power Generators**
We proudly feature WhisperWatt and GLOBAL® Prime Power generators. These units are built to last and are the industry standard.

**Rubber Track Carriers**
Our Terramac, Morooka and Scaip Carriers offer contractors endless jobsite flexibility and can access rugged, narrow and remote jobsites with ease.

**Skid Loaders**
Loading or lifting, our Mustang Skid Loaders are well adapted to provide excellent forward reach and full lift height for stacking at high heights.

**Telehandlers and Lifts**
Our Caterpillar, Genie, Mustang and JLG Telehandlers and Lifts have the best all-around visibility and take the lead in lift and reach capability.

**Trenchers**
The Wolfe 7000 and 8000 Wheel Trenchers offer superior power, controls, fuel efficiency, cab comfort, and all machines are GPS and laser ready.

**Wheel Loaders**
Safer and faster material handling and loading jobs for use in landscaping, agricultural, construction, waste management, forestry, or mining applications.
**Padding Buckets**
Our ALLU and SCAIP Padding Buckets can process many types of material such as topsoil, excavated and waste soil, clay, bark, compost, biowaste, demolition and construction waste, milled asphalt, glass, coal, oil shale, lime stone and several other materials.

**Pipe Cradles**
Cross Country has a wide range of roller type pipeline cradles from Scaip, DMI and Eagle. We carry various cradle assemblies for pipe sizes 6" (168MM) through 60" (1524MM).

**Portable Wash Pads**
Self-contained wash pads can be positioned in a location where no extensive plumbing and construction is needed. Our Portable Wash Pads have a capacity of 150,000lbs SWL (on driving surface) and a fluid capacity of 3,500lbs.

**Tack Rigs**
Tac Rigs are specially designed for balance and ease of use. The RT9 with PM 11 crane is the right choice for your welding needs. The PM 11 crane can handle 4060 lbs. at 18 feet. Sideline’s GWD 90 Weld Deck is designed at a width of 8' 6" for moving as a legal width load.

**Vacuum Lifters**
Owners and workers looking for safe and efficient material handling solutions in the pipe, oil, gas, utility and road construction industries can lift with confidence from behind the controls of a Vacuworx Lifting System.

**Weld and Sand Blast Decks**
Cross Country Weld and Sand Blast decks are easy to load onto any flat deck carrier for any welding or blasting application.

**Hydraulic Hammers**
Paladin’s Strike Force Breakers provide exceptional performance and reliability for a variety of demolition tasks. Our 8 - 12K large scale breakers can handle the toughest demolition jobs and have a smooth, powerful operation for maximum output energy and efficiency.

**ACCESSORIES & GENERAL RENTALS**

- Air Lift Bags
- Beveling Machines
- Cold Cutting Machines
- Common Pipeline Tools
- Compressors
- Demagnetization Coils
- Fabrication Pipe Rollers
- HDD Pipe Rollers
- Heating Coils
- Holiday Detectors
- Mandrels
- Light Towers
- Piggings, Test, Pull Heads
- Pipe Calipers & Clamps
- Propane Torches
- Road Ramps
- Zoom Booms
- AND MUCH MORE...

**Additional Tools & Equipment Include:**

Visit CrossCountryIS.com for a Complete List
We are a single source for a complete line of hydrostatic testing, ditch dewatering, stream bypass, filtration, and pigging equipment. We proudly distribute quality Pioneer, Cornell and Gorman Rupp equipment.

**Dewatering Equipment**

- Centrifugal Fill Pumps & Jet Pumps
- Reciprocating Pressure Pumps
- Pig Launchers and Receivers
- Auto-Prime Pumps
- Hydraulic Submersible Pumps
- 10K - 30K Hydrostatic Test Pumps
- High Pressure Pumps
- Electric Submersible Pumps
- Filtration Systems
- Sound Attenuated Pumps

**Supporting Equipment and Instruments**

Cross Country also has available a full supply of supporting equipment and instruments including V-Slot Strainers, Air Dryers, Fuel Tanks, Flowmeters, Skimmers, Pipes, Hoses, Calibration and Testing Equipment.

Visit CrossCountryIS.com for Details

**Trench Safety Equipment**

- Aluminum Trench Shields
- Steel Trench Shields
- Slide Rail Systems
Pipeline Hydrostatic Testing Systems

Cross Country can provide any single component or complete fill & test systems for hydrostatic testing. We supply fill & test pumps, certified high-pressure hoses, fittings, calibrated meters and pig launchers & receivers, no matter what the pipe size, length or elevation gain. In addition, our experienced staff can assist you with fluid design calculations, layout drawings and the “know how” needed to complete your project to spec on time.

Low Head, High Head, and Pressure Test Pump Units  Hydrotest Headers  Flow Meters

Strainers  Combo Fill & Test  Air Driven Test Pumps  Skimmers

The Fluids Solutions Group

Fast Accurate Answers to Pumping, Filtering, Measurement & Control of your Project Requirements

We have on-hand dedicated application staff with a wide range of experience in Production Water Transfer, Waste Water & River Bypass, Pipeline Hydro Testing Systems, and Industrial & Petroleum Pumping applications.

Project Design and Drawings Available  TDH, NPSH & System Calculating
Cross Country Infrastructure facilities are located across the US and Canada.

**United States Locations:**

- **Muncy, PA**
  - 395 Industrial Parkway
  - Muncy, PA 17756
  - (570) 545-5070

- **Eighty Four, PA**
  - 12 Eighty Four Drive
  - Eighty Four, PA 15330
  - (724) 550-4033

- **Oak Ridge, TN**
  - 110 Melton Lake Drive
  - Oak Ridge, TN 37830
  - (865) 691-4933

- **Salem, VA**
  - 399 Rowan St.
  - Salem, VA 24153
  - (330) 466-8165

- **Charleston, WV**
  - 2570 Pennsylvania Avenue
  - Charleston, WV 25302
  - (832) 414-1907

- **Ruston, LA**
  - 2565 Hwy 33
  - Ruston, LA 71270
  - (318) 224-7098

- **Aurora, CO**
  - 2251 Rifle Street
  - Aurora, CO 80011
  - (303) 361-6797

- **Burnet, TX**
  - 1400 W Buchanan Drive
  - Burnet, TX 78611
  - (740) 252-6445

- **El Reno, OK**
  - 10907 N2790 Rd.
  - El Reno, OK 73036
  - (405) 479-2035

- **Moore, OK**
  - 3315 N. I-35 Frontage Road
  - Moore, OK 73160
  - (405) 681-7827

- **Gillette, WY**
  - 3201 East Second Street,
  - Gillette, WY 82718
  - (318) 278-5148

- **Las Vegas, NV**
  - 4740 Industry Park Court
  - Las Vegas, NV 89115
  - (702) 395-8849

- **Spruce Grove, AB**
  - 8402 – 105 Street
  - Spruce Grove, AB T8X-5S6
  - (587) 771-0990

- **Fort St. John, BC**
  - 9514 78th Street,
  - Fort St. John, V1J 4J9
  - (778) 844-0299

- **Prince George, BC**
  - 361 Saskatchewan Ave
  - Spruce Grove, AB T7X 3A7
  - (780) 962-6559

- **Terrace, BC**
  - 3126 Braun St
  - Terrace, BC V8G 3J8
  - (250) 922-4018

- **Kamloops, BC**
  - 10250 Dallas Dr,
  - Kamloops, BC, V2C 6T4
  - (250) 329-6495

**Canada Locations:**

- **Clairmont, AB**
  - 8402 – 105 Street
  - Clairmont, AB T8X-5S6
  - (587) 771-0990

- **Fort St. John, BC**
  - 9514 78th Street,
  - Fort St. John, V1J 4J9
  - (778) 844-0299

- **Prince George, BC**
  - 9400 Cariboo HWY 97 South
  - Prince George, BC V2N 6E1
  - (587) 357-4328

- **Kamloops, BC**
  - 10250 Dallas Dr,
  - Kamloops, BC, V2C 6T4
  - (250) 329-6495

**South America**

For all requests from South America please contact John D. Smith at
(713) 275-7995
jsmith@crosscountyis.com

Visit CrossCountryIS.com for a Full List of Locations.
Contact Us Today at **1-855-955-CCIS (2247)** or Visit CrossCountryIS.com